Fibroblastic reticular cells (FRCs) form the cellular scaffold of lymph nodes (LNs) and establish distinct microenvironmental niches to provide key molecules that drive innate and adaptive immune responses and control immune regulatory processes. Here, we have used a graph theory-based systems biology approach to determine topological properties and robustness of the LN FRC network in mice. We found that the FRC network exhibits an imprinted small-world topology that is fully regenerated within 4 wk after complete FRC ablation. Moreover, in silico perturbation analysis and in vivo validation revealed that LNs can tolerate a loss of approximately 50% of their FRCs without substantial impairment of immune cell recruitment, intranodal T cell migration, and dendritic cell-mediated activation of antiviral CD8 + T cells. Overall, our study reveals the high topological robustness of the FRC network and the critical role of the network integrity for the activation of adaptive immune responses.
Author Summary
Fibroblastic reticular cells (FRCs) in lymph nodes are organized in a highly connected cellular network that not only acts as a scaffold for lymphocyte migration but also provides key factors for induction and maintenance of immune responses. By utilizing high-resolution microscopy coupled with computational approaches to complex network analysis, we determined the topological properties and robustness of the FRC network. The underlying structure of the FRC network has been identified as a small-world network analogous to many other biological networks. Moreover, we demonstrate that this distinct structural organization is an imprinted trait of the FRC network, which is capable of fully regenerating after complete FRC ablation. In silico perturbation analysis of the FRC network
Introduction
Efficient interactions between the immune system and microbial antigens are initiated and maintained in secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs) that are strategically positioned at routes of pathogen invasion. Lymph nodes (LNs), for example, are found at convergence points of larger lymph vessels, which drain extracellular fluids from peripheral tissues [1] . The interaction of naïve T cells with antigen-presenting dendritic cells (DCs) in LNs needs to be well coordinated because T cells with a particular specificity are rare [2, 3] . Optimal communication between immune cells relies to a large extent on the fibroblastic reticular cell (FRC) network that provides specialized microenvironments for cellular interactions. For example, FRCs regulate T cell migration and survival in the T cell zone by producing homeostatic chemokines and cytokines [4] [5] [6] . Moreover, FRCs located in and around B cell follicles coordinate B cell trafficking and activity [7] [8] [9] . Importantly, while the role of FRCs in the regulation of immune responsiveness has been studied extensively (reviewed in [10, 11] ), the underlying principles of the FRC network topology and its contribution to general LN functionality have remained unexplored.
In order to determine the topological properties of networks, the theoretical framework of the graph theory can be utilized [12, 13] . The theory of complex networks has been applied in the study of real-world networks, including the internet [14, 15] , scientific collaboration [16] , power grid systems [17] , and the worldwide air transportation network [18] . Moreover, graph theory has been instrumental for the analysis of various biological systems, such as metabolic networks [19, 20] , protein-protein interactions [21] , and neuronal cell connectivity [22, 23] . Different classes of networks can be defined based on the nature of their topology. Random networks are described by the Erdos-Renyi model [24] in which objects (nodes) form random connections (edges) between each other with the same probability. Hence, most nodes will have approximately the same number of connections, centered on the network average with a Poisson degree distribution. In contrast, scale-free networks [25, 26] are characterized by a power-law degree distribution with most nodes possessing few connections and very few nodes showing large numbers of connections. These few highly connected nodes are called hubs, and they maintain the whole network structure. Networks with less-centralized structures are called small-world networks [27] , where any two nodes can be reached with only a few steps in the network.
A key feature of complex networks is their robustness to perturbation, which denotes the ability of a network to remain operational when nodes are functionally impaired or destroyed [14] . Such topological robustness is determined by the organizational principles of the network and has an impact on overall network functionality [13] . Interestingly, most real-world networks exhibit small-world topology, a property that is thought to provide networks with high resilience to external perturbation [28] . In contrast to engineered systems, understanding biological robustness is a difficult challenge due to the multilayered complexity of the system in which functionally relevant measures of robustness need to be established [29] .
The FRC network can be almost completely destroyed during viral infection [4] or substantially altered during chronic infection with parasites [30] leading to severe immune deficiency. It all nodes. To this end, we used specific FRC ablation in mice that express both the diphtheria toxin receptor (DTR) and EYFP under the control of the Ccl19 promoter (Ccl19 eyfp/idtr ) [7] . To achieve complete ablation of FRCs at the start of the experiment (i.e., day 0), 8 ng DT per g body weight were injected intraperitoneally on days −5 and −3 (S1A Fig) . PDPN + EYFP + FRCs in T cell zones were removed, while PDPN expression in and around high endothelial venules The equivalent random network was constructed using the Erdos-Renyi model, and the regular ring lattice network was constructed with eight edges for every node (FRC network median). Lattice and random networks are shown in Kamada-Kawai representation, while the FRC network is arranged in the real coordinate system of the LN T cell zone. N denotes the number of nodes, and E denotes the number of edges for each network. Small-world parameters σ and ω are shown below. The color legend represents number of edges per node. Data are representative of six mice from two independent experiments. Scale bars represent 300 μm (A), 30 μm (B, D), and 10 μm (C). was partially maintained (S1B and S1C Fig) . The FRC network was partially restored on day 14 (Fig 2A, S1B and S1C Fig) , with approximately 32% of the EYFP volume restored (Fig 2B) . Importantly, the FRC network had been rebuilt on day 28 to an extent that was indistinguishable from controls (Fig 2A and 2B , S1B and S1C Fig) . However, basic single-cell parameters, namely FRC surface area ( Fig 2C) and volume (Fig 2D), had not yet reached the levels of controls, while other morphological parameters such as cell sphericity had returned to normal values (Fig 2E) . Moreover, the FRC network had reached the original cell distribution with identical intercellular distances (Fig 2F) and number of connected protrusions per cell ( Fig  2G) , suggesting that the FRC network structure can be restored from scratch within approximately 4 wk. Indeed, topological network analysis (Fig 3A) confirmed that essential network parameters such as the number of nodes (Fig 3B) and edges ( Fig 3C) had almost completely returned to the levels of controls. Further network properties such as the number of edges per FRC (Fig 3D) and the local clustering coefficient (Fig 3E) had been restored as well. Likewise, small-worldness, as determined by the σ (Fig 3F) and ω factors (Fig 3G) , was maintained after 28 d, indicating that the FRC network small-world structure is an imprinted trait of the LN infrastructure.
Distinct Thresholds Govern FRC Network Structural Integrity
The next set of experiments was performed to determine the structural stability of the FRC network under conditions of partial removal of nodes. Graded doses of DT were applied, and FRC morphology and topology were assessed. As shown in Fig 4A and S2 Fig, application of 0.5 ng/ g DT resulted in moderate FRC ablation, while doses above 2 ng/g resulted in substantial damage to the FRC network. Global morphological analysis confirmed the drastic effect of DT doses >2 ng/g on the EYFP + cell population (Fig 4B) . FRC numbers decreased by 37%, 67%, 70%, 91%, and 100% in mice treated with 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 8 ng/g DT, respectively (Fig 4C) . Single-cell analysis revealed a steady increase in FRC volume with higher DT doses (Fig 4D) . Moreover, other cellular parameters such as compactness and surface area also increased with decreasing FRC density (Fig 4E) , while FRC sphericity was decreasing (Fig 4F) . It is most likely that these morphological changes are a consequence of FRC relaxation by which the cells compensate for the loss of neighboring cells or the need to cover more space [7, 10, 37] . Interestingly, minimal distances between neighboring FRCs substantially increased when cell loss was higher than 70% (Fig 4G) . Moreover, connectivity between FRCs was almost completely lost at DT doses >2 ng/g (Fig 4H) , suggesting that the FRC network had been substantially disintegrated. Topological network analysis confirmed that a distinct threshold for FRC network integrity exists, as the network structure was destroyed when more than 70% of the cells were ablated (Fig 5A) . Interestingly, the number of nodes ( Fig 5B) and edges ( Fig 5C) dropped substantially when only 37% of the FRCs were ablated. However, other network parameters such as the , and small-world parameters σ (F) and ω (G). Data represent mean ± SD for 3-6 mice per group from two independent experiments. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 (one-way ANOVA with Tukey's post-test). ns, not significant; na, not applicable. number of edges per FRC (Fig 5D) and the local clustering coefficient ( Fig 5E) were not profoundly altered at the DT dose of 0.5 ng/g. Likewise, small-worldness as determined by the σ factor was not significantly affected when the FRC network was mildly perturbed by the lowdose DT injection, while >50% FRC loss (i.e., DT doses of 1 ng/g and 2 ng/g) resulted in a substantial change in this network parameter (Fig 5F) . It appears that the ω factor is not sensitive to strong alterations in the FRC network introduced by partial node removal (Fig 5G) , suggesting that the FRC network remains preferentially latticed. Nevertheless, the topological analysis based on increasing FRC ablation indicates that the essential FRC network features remain stable when <40% of the cells are removed, while an ablation of >70% of FRCs results in complete network failure.
In Silico Prediction of the FRC Network Topological Robustness
Network failure occurs when nodes lose their function in a random fashion or as a consequence of targeted destruction of particular nodes. Importantly, both network topology and the nature of node loss determine the robustness of the network [14] . Here, we reasoned that rapid loss of LN FRCs, e.g., during a viral infection [4] , occurs in a random fashion. Likewise, we considered DT-mediated removal of FRCs in the Ccl19 idtr model as arbitrary. Therefore, we first performed an in silico perturbation analysis by sequentially removing nodes from the FRC network model in a randomized manner (S2 Video). Network fragmentation kinetics were followed during removal of nodes and their associated connections, in order to evaluate the topological properties of the residual network at each step ( Fig 6A) . As nodes are removed, network fragments are generated (blue) that are disconnected from the largest cluster of nodes (green) (Fig 6A) . For each 3-D-reconstructed FRC network, 1,000 simulations of randomized node removal were performed (Fig 6B and 6C ). These datasets permitted estimation of the network integrity threshold across all fractions of nodes removed, corresponding to the maximal value of average shortest path length of the largest cluster (Fig 6B) . The analysis revealed that the network started to lose the characteristic path length when approximately 50% of the nodes were removed (Fig 6B) . Note that 50% node removal corresponds to FRC ablation with DT doses between 0.5 and 1 ng/g DT, which lead to reduction of FRC numbers by 37% and 67%, respectively ( Fig 4C) . In addition, we determined the fragmentation curve as the relative size of the largest cluster compared to the size of the starting network and fraction of nodes removed (Fig 6C) . In this type of analysis, a network will have higher robustness the closer the curve is to the minimal damage line (Fig 6C, dashed line) . The perturbation analysis demonstrated that the FRC network exhibits high robustness to random node removal, indicated by a robustness value R of 0.439 (Fig 6C) . Note that the estimated network robustness ranges between maximal vulnerability (R = 0) and maximal robustness (R = 0.5). The network robustness for all phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)-treated controls was estimated 0.437 ± 0.005, n = 6 mice ( Fig 6D) . Importantly, the topological model predicts that network robustness is not significantly reduced when 37% of the FRCs are ablated, while ablation of >50% of FRCs, i.e., at doses of 1 and 2 ng/g DT, will lead to a significant reduction of network robustness (Fig 6D) . Collectively, the in silico model predicts that the FRC network displays significant topological robustness against random node removal and is able to tolerate up to half of the network being destroyed.
Impact of Altered FRC Network Topology on LN Functionality
LNs control distribution of immune cells in the body by attracting lymphocytes and myeloid cells via afferent lymph and blood. In addition, cellular content in the LN is influenced by cell release into efferent lymph [38] . To assess how LN FRCs impinge on the immune cell content of LNs, we determined the numbers of CD45 + hematopoietic cells (Fig 7A) , CD8 + T cells (Fig 7B) , and CD11c + DCs (Fig 7C) following graded FRC ablation. Interestingly, ablation efficacy <40% (i.e., at 0.5 ng/g DT) did not lead to significantly reduced cell numbers, while FRC ablation above 70% precipitated profound changes in LN cellularity (Fig 7A-7C , S3A and S3B Fig) . Plotting FRC density against hematopoietic cell numbers under conditions of graded FRC depletion revealed a clear dependence of immune cell aggregation in LNs on FRC network integrity ( Fig 7D) . Next, we determined whether and to what extent intranodal T cell migration depends on the presence of FRCs. To this end, TCR transgenic CD8 + T cells [39] were adoptively transferred into DT-treated Ccl19 idtr mice, and T cell behavior was assessed by two-photon microscopy (S3 and S4 Videos). Cell tracking analysis revealed comparable T cell speeds and arrest coefficients with DT doses of 1 ng/g. In contrast, a significant decrease in T cell speeds was observed at DT doses of !2 ng/g, with a concomitant increase in cell arrest (Fig 7E  and 7F) . Accordingly, T cell tracks exhibited decreased motility coefficients (Fig 7G) , a measure of scanning efficacy, and decreased meandering index (S3C Fig), a measure of movement straightness, when >70% of FRCs were ablated. Overall, analysis of these data indicated that substantial changes in intranodal T cell migration occurred when >70% of FRCs were lost, i.e., at DT doses of !2 ng/g. To assess how FRCs affect DC-mediated activation of antiviral CD8 + T cells, we resorted to a viral vector system that facilitates exclusive in vivo targeting of DCs [40, 41] . Propagation-deficient coronavirus particles were injected subcutaneously into FRCdepleted mice, and the activation of antiviral CD8 + T cells was assessed in draining LNs. As shown in S3D and S3E Fig, T cell receptor transgenic Spiky cells were closely associated with the FRC network. Strikingly, T cell expansion was highly dependent on the presence of an intact FRC network because an ablation of >50% of FRCs resulted in an almost complete failure to expand the antiviral T cell population (Fig 7H) . Labeling of the CD8 + T cells with an Robust Small-World Organization of the FRC Network intracellular dye revealed that proliferation of the cells was substantially affected at DT doses of !1 ng/g (Fig 7I) , suggesting that activation of naïve CD8 + T cells by DCs can be maintained as long as approximately 50% of the FRC network remains intact. The high correlation between topology and biological function as shown in Fig 7D ( r 2 = 0.9448, p = 0.00117) prompted us to further assess overall correlation between FRC morphology, topology, and function. As shown in the heat map in S4 Fig, most parameters are highly correlated with increasing doses of DT (Pearson r > 0.8), indicating that they are decreasing with declining FRC numbers. Four parameters showed high anticorrelation, namely arrest coefficient, cell surface area, volume, and cell-to-cell distances, due to their increase with decreasing numbers of FRCs. Only the omega factor did not significantly correlate with any other parameter as it is not sensitive to DT treatment (Fig 5G) . Overall, this analysis demonstrates the intricate connection between LN functionality and FRC topology.
Discussion
Phenotypical characteristics of biological systems arise from complex interactions between cells that are orchestrated in a highly organized spatial and timely manner. Hence, it is a major challenge to understand the structure and dynamics of cellular networks and infer the function of particular tissues and organs. Results of the present study show that the physical scaffold of LNs formed by FRCs is critical for the maintenance of LN functionality. It is conceivable that the structure of the FRC network optimizes area/volume scanning by T cells by improving accessibility to distant regions [42] . Moreover, recent findings suggest that FRCs regulate the motility of DCs through PDPN-(C-type lectin-like receptor 2) CLEC2 interaction [43] . Our results are in line with a previous study that demonstrated profound effects of complete FRC network ablation on T and B cell activation [7] . However, the complete destruction or ablation of components does not reveal the extensive complexity of a system and the role of specific components in its robust performance. In particular, global systems parameters such as topological organization and robustness need to be considered in order to design strategies for system modulation or regeneration.
The theory of complex networks, i.e., graph theory, offers a novel conceptual framework for biological systems and can be used as a powerful tool to dissect the quantifiable patterns of interaction between cells and the structure-function relationship of biological systems [13, 44] . The present graph theory-based analysis revealed that LN FRCs form a small-world network with lattice-like properties. These properties were fully restored following complete removal of all FRCs, indicating that the basic FRC network topology with substantial connectivity and high capacity for clustering is an imprinted structural trait. It is possible that FRC network regeneration is guided by collagen fibers that are produced by FRCs [45] and remain visible after FRC ablation [7] . Assessing the interdependence between FRCs and the collagen fiber network will reveal further basic principles of LN organization and functionality.
Our topological analysis was restricted to representative samples of T cell zone FRCs, mainly because a substantial part of the LN FRCs can be found in multilayered sheaths around blood and lymph vessels [10] . Even high-resolution confocal microscopy did not provide the means to separate single perivascular FRCs and to assess their morphology and topology. However, the methodology applied in our study is suitable to assess FRC network topology in B cell zones where distinct subsets such as C-X-C motif chemokine 12 (CXCL12)-producing FRCs [9] control B cell migration. We envision that utilization of extended-volume imaging systems [46] or selective plane illumination microscopy [47] at high resolution will provide means to achieve an extended topological analysis of the LN FRC network. Nevertheless, the topological model based on samples of the T cell zone FRC network, as applied here, predicted with high accuracy the functional consequences of FRC loss, indicating that the sample area was adequately large to infer the behavior of the whole network. The morphological and topological parameters generated here will help to further advance development of mathematical LN models and could stimulate further research in modeling cell migration and fluid transport phenomena in other SLOs.
Several modeling approaches have been described that focus on the description of processes that occur in LN subcompartments such as DC-driven T cell migration [48] or differentiation of Th cell subsets [49] . However, in order to obtain a more holistic view on LN functionality, the complexity of multilayered processes needs to be captured in mathematical models, an endeavor that requires representation of the whole LN [50] . Simple models have addressed this challenge by symbolizing the basic structural elements (either in 2-D or 3-D) as a regular orthogonal lattice [51, 52] . Such agent-based models can describe the behavior of a variety of different cell types under the provision of distinct rules for their interaction. In addition, hybrid approaches have utilized ellipsoid, 3-D lattice models combined with agentbased modeling of immune cell interaction that facilitated simulation of antigen encounter under inflammatory conditions [53] . Clearly, steadily increasing computer power combined with novel imaging techniques provides a wealth of information describing immune cellular location [54] and principles of structural organization such as the LN vasculature [46, 55] . Hence, it will be possible to generate extended mathematical models that describe multiple, interdependent immune reactions in LNs based on realistic geometry. Our study demonstrates that graph theory-based analysis of LN structures such as the FRC network not only provides important information on basic organization principles but also facilitates accurate prediction for the outcome of immune reactions. This suggests that the R index of the FRC network can be considered as a biologically relevant and consistent measure of robustness with global functional implications in the immune system. The suitability of this approach for in-depth analysis of critical biological processes has been shown in studies on neuronal networks [44] . Interestingly, neurons form-as FRCs-physically connected small-world networks that determine the function of the whole organ [56] . It is possible that these physical, non-random networks might have developed under evolutionary pressure to establish their structure and achieve optimal functionality.
Overall, we anticipate that implementation of graph theory-based approaches in the investigation of those cellular elements that determine LN structure and functionality will fill the gaps in the understanding of critical immune processes. Moreover, generating improved mathematical models that permit prediction of complex system behavior will promote the development of rationally designed immune therapies and impinge on therapeutic intervention in diseases with involvement of immune system components.
Materials and Methods

Mice and Selective FRC Ablation
C57BL/6N (B6) mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories. BAC-transgenic C57BL/6N-Tg(Ccl19-Cre)489Biat (Ccl19-Cre) [5] crossed to iDTR mice [57] and TCR transgenic mouse strain C57BL/6N-Tg(Tcra,Tcrb)577Biat (Spiky) [39] have been previously described. DT was applied at days −5 and −3 via IP injection at the indicated doses following established protocols [7] . All mice were maintained in individually ventilated cages and were used at the age of 6 to 9 wk. Experiments were performed in accordance with federal and cantonal guidelines (Tierschutzgesetz) under the permission numbers SG13/05 and SG13/04 following review and approval by the Veterinary Office of the Canton of St. Gallen and under permission BE48/11 granted by the Veterinary Office of the Canton of Bern.
LN Cellularity
For flow cytometric analysis of LN cellularity, inguinal LNs from individual mice were pooled and digested on 37°C in RPMI containing 2% FCS, 20 mM Hepes (all from Lonza), 1 mg/ml Collagenase Type P (Sigma-Aldrich), and 25 μg/ml DNaseI (AppliChem) for 20 min. After enzymatic digestion, cell suspensions were washed with PBS and stained using the following antibodies: CD3-PE (BD Bioscience), CD8-PeCy7, CD4-FITC, CD45-APC-H7, MHCII-PE, CD11c-PeCy7, B220-APC (BioLegend). In flow cytometric analyses, 7-amino-actinomycin D (7AAD; Calbiochem) was used to discriminate dead cells. Samples were analyzed by flow cytometry using a FACSCanto flow cytometer (BD Biosciences); data were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star).
Antigen-Specific T Cell Responses
Single-cell suspensions from spleens were prepared by mechanical disruption of the organ and subjected to hypotonic red blood cell lysis. For in vivo proliferation, splenocytes were labeled using CFSE or intracellular dye Alexa-670 (Molecular Probes) according to the manufacturer's protocol, and 2 x 10 7 cells (corresponding to 2 x 10 6 CD8 + TCR transgenic T cells) were transferred intravenously (IV) into FRC-depleted recipient mice. Twelve hours post adoptive transfer, the mice were subcutaneously injected with 3 x 10 6 of non-replicating coronaviral particles in both flanks. A second injection of non-replicating coronaviral particles was performed 12 h following the first one. After 72 h from the first viral particle injection, inguinal LNs from individual mice were collected and analyzed using FACS.
Immunohistochemistry and Morphometric 3-D Reconstruction Analysis
LNs were fixed overnight at 4°C in freshly prepared 4% paraformaldehyde (Merck-Millipore) under agitation and subsequently washed in PBS for one additional day. Fixed tissues were embedded in 4% low melting agarose (Invitrogen) in PBS and sectioned with a vibratome (VT-1200; Leica). Forty μm sections were blocked in PBS containing 10% FCS, 1 mg/ml anti-FcRγ (BD), and 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich). Sections were incubated overnight at 4°C with the following antibodies: anti-gp38/PDPN, anti-B220 (Biolegend), and anti-YFP (Clontech). Unconjugated antibodies were detected using Alexa-fluor labelled secondary antibodies (Jackson Immunotools). To visualize nuclei, sections were stained with 4 0 ,6-diamidin-2-phenylindol (DAPI) (Sigma-Aldrich). Microscopic analysis was performed using a confocal microscope (LSM-710; Carl Zeiss), and the datasets were processed with ZEN 2010 software (Carl Zeiss). Three-dimensional reconstructions of the T cell zone FRC network were performed using Imaris (Bitplane). One to two T cell zones were acquired per LN per mouse by confocal laser scanning microscopy. The total surface area and the volume of the EYFP + FRC network were calculated using the Surfaces module by reconstructing the FRC network in 3-D with an automatic threshold for fluorescent intensities and surface area detail of 0.3 μm. In order to remove background noise and cell fragments, a volume filter <10 μm 3 was used. Single-cell morphometric analysis was used to calculate morphological parameters for FRCs. Single FRCs were isolated as separate 3-D Surface objects by using the cutting tool in the middle of the connected protrusions. DAPI staining was utilized by masking it to the EYFP channel in order to identify cell nuclei belonging specifically to FRCs and determine number of FRCs per imaged T cell zone. FRCs that were cut at the dataset borders encompassing more than half of the central body and diving and apoptotic cells, as well as perivascular FRCs, were excluded from further analysis. Centers of mass for each FRC were calculated using the Surfaces module, and minimal distances between single FRCs were determined using the Spots module and "Spots to Spots Closest Distance" XTension in Imaris. Sphericity was calculated in Imaris, indicating how spherical a 3-D object is. The compactness measure was calculated as (area 3 /volume 2 ), which is minimized by a sphere. Connected protrusions per FRC were determined by utilizing the EYFP and PDPN channels, counted before the first branching point and connected to another FRC. Detailed information about morphological parameters is available in S1 Table. FRC Network Topological Analysis
The topological model of the FRC network structure was created as an undirected, unweighted graph with no isolates in Imaris by defining nodes as the EYFP + FRC centers of mass and edges as physical connections between neighboring FRCs. PDPN was utilized in order to visualize cell-to-cell connections more accurately. Topological analysis of the network was performed using the igraph package in R and RStudio. Small-world organization of the network was determined according to σ and ω parameters as described in [33] [34] [35] . For the calculation of the small-world parameters, the values of shortest path length and clustering coefficient were averaged over 100 realizations of an equivalent Erdos-Renyi random network for each FRC network dataset per mouse. Detailed information about topological parameters is available in S1 Table. FRC Network Perturbation and Robustness Analysis
Network perturbation analysis was performed using the igraph package and procedures as described in [14] , in order to assess error tolerance by sequentially removing increasing number of nodes randomly from the network. Network robustness was estimated using the R parameter [58] , and the threshold point was determined at the maximal value of the network average shortest path length as fractions of nodes are removed. Because of randomized node removal, the perturbation analysis was performed for 1,000 simulation runs for each FRC network dataset per mouse.
Intravital Two-Photon Microscopy 3 x 10 6 CellTracker Orange/CMTMR-or CellTracker Blue/CMAC-labelled P14 TCR transgenic T cells [59] were IV transferred into sex-matched Ccl19 idtr mice, which had received two injections of indicated dose of DT or PBS 3 and 5 d prior to T cell injection. Three to twenty-four hours after T cell injection, the right popliteal LNs of the recipient mice were surgically exposed as described previously [60] . Prior to image acquisition, 10 μg of AlexaFluor 633-labeled Meca79 antibody was injected IV in order to label HEVs. Each image sequence lasted for 30 min. Acquired 3-D time-lapse images were tracked using Imaris software with Spot and ImarisTrack function. Average single cell speeds were calculated from 3-D coordinates of tracked cells using Matlab [61] . T cells attached to HEVs were not included in the analysis. Arrest coefficient, motility coefficient, and meandering index were calculated as summarized in S1 The cell body was stained by EYFP, the cell protrusions were accurately visualized by PDPN, and DAPI staining was used to identify cell nuclei. In order to identify single FRCs, the 3-D reconstructions of EYFP + FRCs (white) were masked to the DAPI channel. The whole EYFP + network was then 3-D reconstructed using an automatic threshold, and the surface area and volume of the whole FRC network was calculated. FRCs suitable for single-cell analysis (yellow) were selected and their morphological parameters were determined (e.g., single cell surface area, volume, and sphericity). Centers of homogeneous mass of FRCs were determined based on the 3-D reconstructions and selected as nodes for topological analysis. The FRC network edges (connections) were traced based on the physical connections between neighboring FRCs, and an undirected, unweighted network graph was generated. The adjacency matrix of the FRC network containing connectivity information was created from the network graph and imported into RStudio for subsequent topological network analysis. 
